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FOREWORD
This document is submitted to the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama, by the Lockheed-Georgia Company, Marietta, Georgia.
This report contains final results of analyses performed in satisfaction of Task
2.10 of Contract NAS 8-9500. Work was performed by the Lockheed-Georgia
Company under an interdivisional contract arrangement with the Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company, the prime contractor for this contract.
The report describes critical evaluations of a series of computer programs suit-
able for theoretical predictions of radiation fields in RIFT vehicles and other
nuclear rocket systems. Ten computer programs covering point-kernel, dis-
crete ordinates and Monte Carlo methods have been examined as a part of
this study.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Prior to commencement of the work reported here, discrepancies had been noted a-
mong theoretical predictions of radiation fields in RIFT vehicles and other nuclear
rocket systems. These discrepancies were substantially larger than might have been
expected on the basis of published results for elementary configurations. Since the
design analyses were made by several contractors, assignment of the cause of differ-
ences was seldom feasible; usually the computational technique, basic data, and
model of the system configuration had been varied simultaneously. Hence a critical
evaluation of pertinent computer programs, emphasizing usefulness in future analy-
sis and design of nuclear rocket systems, appeared highly desirable. The description
and results of such an evaluation are presented in this report.
The analyses undertaken are intended to be quite general in scope, subject to the
restriction that only methods directly applicable to nuclear rocket design analyses
are treated. Thus only the gross features of vehicle and engine design are preserved,
to the minimum extent believed capable of representing the fundamental difficulties
encountered in practical design problems. On the other hand, the problems treated
are more difficult than those usually treated in comparison of methods. Several meth-
ods and codes of theoretical importun,ce are omitted because of inability to treat
even a crude representation of a nuclear rocket.
The point-kernel, discrete ordinates* and Monte Carlo methods have most commonly
been applied in nuclear rocket studies, and a preliminary survey of available codes
disclosed no cogent reason for expanding this list. Particular codes selected for
*The general term "discrete ordinates" is used here in preference to "Sn Method"
because in some of the early literature the latter implies a particular angular quad
rature which is now seldom used and because in one-dimensional codes a 	 or DP
n	 n
quadrature may be., substituted.
1inves!igation included, initially, the following:
Point-kernel programs 14-0 (and 14-1), QAD-P5 (and QAD-IV), C-17;
Discrete ordinates programs DDK and DTK; and
Monte Carlo programs 18-0, MCS and MCG, OSR, COHORT.
"Ihe C-17 Program was deleted after cursory examination disclosed no apparent ad-
vantage over the later QAD programs. The O5R Program became generally avail-
able quite late in the contract period and hence did not receive the emphazis it
otherwise would have merited. Revisions of the promising COHORT Program, cur-
ren4ly in progress, have prevented its inclusion. The remaining Monte Carlo pro-
grams, however, appear representative of specialized (18-0) and flexible (MCS/
MCG) Monte Carlo techniques.
The criteria adopted for code evaluation are:
Type and detail of data obtainable;
Flexibility for treatment of system configuration, radiation sources, and types
of radiation interaction;
e
Computer running time and time required for problem preparation;
Relative difficulty of operation; and
Comparative accuracy of output.
The first four criteria are treated in Section 2.0 of the present report, together with
such abbreviated code descriptions as appear necessary for intelligibility of results.
The last, and clearly most difficult, criterion is treated in Section 3.0, which in-
cludes a description of the test problems treated. It should be noted that a set of
"standard" microscopic cross sections, listed in Appendix, A, were assumed for all
except puint-kernel computations. Thus differences among corresponding computations
2
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vreflect, primarily, differences in radiation transport model and generality of geomet-
ric representation.
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2.0 OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED CODES
In the following discussion, a general familiarity with point-kernel, discrete ordi-
nates and Monte Carlo techniques is presumed. Salient characteristics of specific
codes are described in a subsection for each method; the fullest available descrip--
tions and operating instructions are referenced throughout the text. A comparison
of operational features of the several codes concludes this section.
2.1 POINT-KERNEL METHOD
2.1.1 14-0 And 14-1 Programs
The 14-series programs, Reference 1, are the last in a series of point-kernel programs
initiated by the ANP Division of the General Electric Company. The versions of
these programs used in the present study were coded in FAP language for the IBM-
7090/7094 Computer and modified by Lockheed for compatibility with the FORTRAN
II monitor system. The sole difference between 14-0 and 14-1 is in their treatment
of the spatial distribution of radiation sources (or reactor power). 14-0 requires sep-
arable axial and radial distribution functions, fitted piecewise by cosine or exponen-
tial functions, with the results normalized to the desired reactor power; 14-1 requires
the power per unit volume as direct input for each R-Z ring of source points. For
both codes the number of sources in each ring may vary with R. Power distributions
must be input as absolute quantities since the programs have no self-normalization
E
capability.
These programs treat cylindrical source regions or any degenerate form (point, plane,_
or line) thereof. Multiple source regions anc up to six gamma source types (different
gamma source spectra) may be treated. Thus a system incorporating clustered reactors
_	 can be treated as a single problem, as can systems involving production of secondary
gamma radiation from several different materials.
F,fk—tcC1:;J4NG PAGE BLANK NOT fV°.1+1W-
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tSystem configuration must be approximated by regions generated through certain al-
lowed rotations or translations of quadrilaterals. The generation of regions by rota-
tion is restricted to rotation of trapezoids about the system Z-axis, or any axis paral-
lel thereto. Translation must be parallel to either the X, Y, or Z axis. The speci-
fication of system geometry consists of a series of "master regions", each of which
may contain a set of smaller "basic regions". The penetration distance through each
material along the line of sight is obtained by a stepping routine with a specific step
size associated with each master region. A large percentage of the total computing
time is spent on this stepping procedure, making it imperative that the master region
step sizes be chosen with care.
One of the principal operational difficulties encountered in using the 14-series is an
error stop resulting from calculation of "negative path lengths". In all cases observed,
the difficulty arose in stepping across a conical surface generated by rotation of a
trapezoid. While the basic cause remains unknown, a minor modification of the input
geometric parameters always proved sufficient to alleviate the problem.
The 14-series neutron calculation emphasizes a modified Albert-Welton attenuation
kernel. For the present analyses, coefficients for this kernel were taken from Refer-
ence 2. These represent a semi-empirical fit to bulk-shielding data obtained using
the Battelle Memorial Institute source plate. The broad-beam fast neutron removal
cross-sections for non-hydrogeneous materials were also taken from Reference 2. An
alternate kernel is allowed in the 14-1 series programs, to be applied to each source
detector path which encounters less than a preselected amount of hydrogen. This al-
ternate kernel may be fitted to moments'method data for non-hydrogeneous infinite
media. Adjustment of the leading coefficient for detectors locc -d in vacua is, of
course, possible.
As an option, an estimate of neutron differential number flux may be computed. This
calculation uses a bivariant polynomial fitting of NDA moments-method results. The
6
t. 1
.calculated differential number flux is normalized, internally, to the Albert-Welton
dose rate. With some difficulty such data may be converted to energy deposition in
an arbitrary medium. Because of the tediousness of this procedure, however, it was
applied at only a few points for the present computations. The ratio of energy depo-
sition to tissue dose, assumed constant for neighboring points, was applied as a cor-
rection to the Albert-Welton kernel, or occasionally to the computed tissue response.
In this approximate form, however, computation of multiple responses is relatively
easy.
The treatment of gamma rays consists of an exponential attenuation, combined with
a third-degree polynomial buildup factor. The 14-series allows the option of using
Kalos' formulae for buildup in two-layer media (either light-heavy or heavy-light),
but for the present study only the single layer form with the buildup based on a light
material (water) was used. Gamma ray total attenuation coefficients were taken from
d	 Reference 3. The coefficients of the buildup polynomial were taken from Reference
	
i	
4. The programs also contain capability for computing gamma ray energy flux based
on a bivariant polynomial fit to moments-method data. As for neutrons, only a single
gamma ray response is provided by the programs. Since the gamma ray calculation
	
l	
is multi-group, conversion to different responses by hand is tedious. Hence, for com-
putation of energy deposition in several detector materials, these programs are rela-
tively inconvenient.
-.
	
	 Preparation of a problem for the 14-series programs involves no particular difficulties. 	 A
Setting up the geometry usually consists of preparing a scale drawing of a section
	
j	 through the system, dividing it into trapezoids and rectangles, and reading the co-
ordinates of the corners of these figures for input to the program. Experience shows
that trapezoidal representation should be used sparingly, in order to avoid the error
stop described earlier. Linear absorption coefficients are required, often necessi-
tating manual correction of available mass absorption data. Consistent with the lin-
ear attenuation coefficients, region compositions are given as volume fractions of
e
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each material in the system; again, this may be slightly less convenient than spec-
ifying compositions directly in gm/cm 3
 of each material in a region. The most time-
consuming task in the preparation of a 14-0 problem is the fitting and normalization
of the power distribution. A small auxiliary computer program for normalization of
this function reduced the amount of hand calculation required, but this program is
not generally available. In their basic form, the 14-series makes no provision for
this calculation.
2.1 .2 QAD-P5 And QAD-IV Programs
At the commencement of the present study, QAD-IV and QAD-P5, Reference 5, were
the latest in a series of point-kernel programs developed by the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories. The versions used in this study are written in the FORTRAN II program-
ming language, although FORTRAN IV versions have also been written. In effect,
QAD-IV is a simplified, and hence faster, modification of QAD-P5. The following
description applies to both, except as noted.
QAD treats a single source-region, which must be cylindrical in the case of QAD-
IV, and a single gamma-source spectrum. Spatial distribution must be approximated
by separable functions of R and Z, with the same number of source points in each
ring. The separate R and Z functions may either be specified as point functions or
fitted by cosines. Piecewise fitting, however, is not permissible. In either,normal-
ization to specified power level or total source strength is accomplished internally.
Unlike 14-0, the equivalent source points treated lie at the center of the source
cells, rather than at the corners.
The QAD geometry routine can treat complex configurations comprising numerous re-
gions bounded by planes or certain quadric surfaces. Allowable quadric surfaces are
those symmetric about one of the three major axes, although some care is required to
preclude unwanted reflections. Path lengths through successive regions along a Ine
of sight are computed directly without iterative stepping. Appreciable savings ,Of
8
tcomputer time are possible by judicious ordering of input describing the regions and
boundaries and by specification for each region of the region most likely to be next
entered. Further, boundaries not intersected by any source-detector path need not
be described.
The most significant differences between the QAD versions lies in the treatment of
neutron transmission. Both compute an Albert-Welton kernel estimate of tissue dose
(or other response), but QAD-P5 emphasizes additional data not available with QAD-
-
	
	
IV. These data comprise neutron flux, energy flux, number spectrum, tissue dose
rate, and energy deposition in up to four arbitrarily chosen materials. Computation
is based on an input library of transmitted spectra, as computed by the moments meth-
od for five different media. Interpolation for depth of penetration is accomplished
according to the total removal cross section for each source-detector path. Up to
five estimates for each output quantity may be obtained, one for each equivalent
medium. For some detector points within u complex configuration, selection of a
plausible weighted average could be most perplexing.
Treatment of gamma radiation transmission is similar to that of 14-0 except that two-
layer buildup functions are precluded. QAD-P5 output is more complete, however,
comprising uncollided and total dose rate, energy deposition in up to four other ma-
terials, an approximate energy flux, and buildup factors for these quantities. For
the present computations, absorption coefficients and buildup factors were identical-
ly those used with 14-0.
Preparation of a problem for QAD is easily accomplished. Self-normalization of the
source (where total power is an input quantity) and use of mass attenuation coeffi-
cients and material compositions in moss per unit volume result in reduced prepara-
tion times. Perhaps the most difficult task is the fitting of second-degree boundary
surfaces. Use of the FORTRAN language, and incorporation of numerous subroutines,
make QAD particularly adaptable to modification should this appear desirable.
9
t2.2 DISCRETE ORDINATES METHOD
	 —
The modus operandi of the two dimensional DDK and one dimensional DTK discrete
S  codes developed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, is fully described in
Reference b. Reference 7 gives complete, though informal, operating instructions.
Both codes are written in the FLOCO language and suffer the disadvantage of incom-
patibility with the IBM-7094 monitor; however a FORTRAN version of DDK, Refer-
ence 8, prepared at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory is expected to be generally
available in the near future.
2.2.1 DDK Program
The output from DDK of principal interest for present purpose. comprises neutron flux-
es at each point of a rectangular mesh lying in the R-Z plane. Total flux and partial
fluxes, corresponding to the energy groups specified, are obtained. Computation of
other measures of radiation intensity depends upon hand calculation or preparation of
a simple satellite code. The latter approach appears particularly attractive since
DDK can, at option, output fluxes on either magntetic tape or punch cards. One con-
venient feature of the output is the preparation of maps of the point mesh, coded by
region symbol and by index of material composition. A limited output at the conclu-
sion of each outer iteration is useful in estimating the degree of convergence achieved.
Total leakage currents across outer boundaries of a system are also output.
Flexibility for approximation of complex configurations is severely limited by the ;n-
herent imposition of axial symmetry and a rectangular R-Z mesh. Thus boundaries of
non-cylindrical regions must be approximated by step-functions. Since the FLOCO
system allocates storage at the time of execution , the maximum mesh size is indeter- a
minute; however, slightly over 800 points seem to be a practical limit. This limit-
ation may be eased somewhat by specification of a plane of specular reflection when
appropriate. Neutron sources may be treated either as constant for specified mesh
points or as the natural consequence of fission events. In most of the present computations,
10
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74,11
the latter approach was taken, in conjunction with an iterative search for system re-
activity. In either method the specification of source spectrum must correspond to
the group structure selected.
The fictitious neutron reactions treated are transport, production (fission), absorption,
and group-to-group transfer (optionally including up-scatter). Since almost any set
of real reactions can be approximated within the above framework, flexibility in
treatment of reaction type can bL considered only in terms of accuracy of the approx-
imation. For present purposes a set of 15-group cross sections was prepared. Except
for hydrogen, the "standard" cross sections used for Monte Carlo computations were
averaged for each energy group, weighted by a representative neutron spectrum which
had earlier been computed as part of the RIFT vehicle design effort. Fortunately the
weighting function proved to be close to the presently computed spectra down to en-
ergies o r a few eV. "Hot" and "cold" cross sections, corresponding to different ther-
mal bases in the core and shield, were used for materials acpearing in both regions.
The anisotropic hydrogen cross sections used were taken from a Los Alamos compila-
tion of 18-group cross sections due to C. Mills, truncated for the raised thermal base.
An S4 quadrature due to Lee, Reference 6, was used throughout except for one minor
S2 computation. Computations prior to commencement of the present study had re-
sulted in fair agreement (— 5%) between S4 and S6 flux estimates for a NERVA en-
gine, excepting low energy fluxes in highly absorbing regions where the optical mesh-
width was unduly coarse. Hence, investigation of higher S  approximations seemed
relatively infertile.
Initial preparation of DDK problems is complicated only by uncertainty whether data
storage is adequate for a large problem. Once over this hurdle, several computations
of a few iterations each may be required for final adjustment of mesh spacing. If
group fluxes at adjacent mesh points vary by a liactor much larger than two, the cor-
responding difference equation fails locally and convergence io a useful solution
12
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cannot be expected. Some of the effort expended can be retrieved, however, by
outputting results of preliminary iterations on tape for use in starting successive iter-
ations.
It has been suggested that computer time may be saved by using a low older, e.g. $2,
approximation for early iterations. But a saving is by no means certain. Wf;en ap-
plied to one configuration, described in Section 3, the S 2 approximation prove' whol-
ly inadequate in the vicinity of stepped boundaries, and a net loss probably resulted.
2.2.2 DTK Program
Usage of this program differs from that of DDK primarily in the obvious details con-
tingent upon the dimension of the point mesh. Slab, cylindrical or spherical config-
urations may be treated; a diffusion approximation of transverse leakage is provided
optionally. Output is more complete than for DDK. Angular flux-distributions and
neutron reaction rates may be obtained for preselected mesh points.
2.3 MONTE CARLO METHOD
2.3.1 18-0 Program
18-0, Reference 9, is a specialized Monte Carlo computer program designed to inves-
tigate and determine nuclear heating rates and neutron and gamma leakage distribu-
tions in energy and angle for cylindrically symmetric reactor-shield systems. The
program provides only as much geometry and importance sampling capability as were
needed for analysis of GE-ANPD reactor-shield systems. Specialization in these
i
areas provided a more efficient code for intended applications than the more general
purpose Monte Carlo codes. Because this specialization is largely applicable to the
	 -
treatment of nuclear rocket vehicle configuration, the program is included in the pres-
ent study.	 ~.
it
The program is coded in FAP language for the IBM-7090/7094 computer. Up to 7
magnetic tapes are required in its use.
Two reactor description capabilities are provided by the program. The shield region
geometry routine can be utilized to describe reactors that can be approximated by
contiguous regions of homogeneous composition which possess cylindrical symmetry
about the reactor-shield assembly axis. A reactor geometry subroutine, separate from
the shield geometry subroutine, is provided in the program for the description of re-
actors with off-axis cylindrical fuel tubes. In the preseni investigation this geome-
try routine was not used. The portion of a reactor-shield assembly is described by
regions which are formed by rotation of a class of simply connected quadrilaterals
about the reactor-shield assembly axis. Each region is composed of a homogeneous
mixture of the basic materials of whit ►- the region is composed.
The spatial and energy coordinates of source neutrons and protons are generated by
an auxiliary code, Program 20-0, which places the source particle parameters on
tape for use as input to Program 18-0. Direction cosines of a source particle are
chosen by Program 18-0 from an isotropic distribution in the laboratory system.
A collision event is selected by random sampling from the appropriate discrete distri-
butions for all neutron or gamm
	 ray events allowed in the program. Neutron events
i
1
treated by the program are:
Elastic scattering,
Inelastic scattering,
Radiative capture,
Neutron capture with alpha emiss;-an,
n,2n reaction in beryllium, and
Absorption with no secondary emission.
0 13
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Photon events treated by the program are:
Compton scattering,
Absorption (photoelectric and pair production), and
Photoneutron reaction.
The angular distribution of elastically scattered neutrons may be isotropic or aniso-
tropic in the center-of-moss system at the discretion of the user. Inelasticolly scat-
tered neutrons, neutrons from the (n, 2n) reaction and secondary photons are treated
by 18-0 to be emitted isotropically in the laboratory system.
Angular distribution of scattered photons is computed by the Klein-Nishina formula.
The angular distribution of photoneutrons is described by a second degree polynomial
in the cosine of the polar scattering angle in the center-of-mass system.
Bias sampling techniques of splitting and Russian roulette on region and energy for
neutrons and on region for photons are optionally allowed in the program; these
techniques are the only importance sampling capabilities included in the program.
Output available from the program for each shield region includes:
Neutron and gamma energy deposition,
Neutron and gamma particles suffering energy cut-off,
Neutron and gamma particle currents across specified boundaries,
Number of neutron and gamma particles absorbed,
Number of (n, a) reactions,
Number of (n, -y ) reactions, and
Number of inelastic scattering events.
Also included in the output is the neutron and gamma energy-angle leakage distribu-
tion for a point source equivalent to the assembly, or, optionally a tape record of the
:t
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parameters of escaping particles. In addition a tape record of generated secondary
particles may form part of the output when desired. Program 18-0 will accept an
escape or secondary particle tape and continue the history of each particle listed as
long as the program region description is compatible with the region number cnd
weight of the escape or secondary particle. Use of the escape tope as a source of
output data requires the use of an auxiliary routine, Program 20-8, which analyzes
the escape tape and computes leakage current as a function of energy and angle emit-
ted from specified surface areas of the reactor shield assembly.
Prat -om 18-0 requires extensive and sometimes redundant information about the reac-
tor and shield configuration, source data and interaction probabilities to operate ef-
ficiently. Preparation of this information in a form acceptable to Program 18-0 is
greatly facilitated by a series of eight satellite programs, References 10 through 17,
which perform numerous calculations on basic data available from the problem and/
or from standard sources. A brief description of each satellite program, its relolsoo
to 18-0 and any difficulties in its use are summarized below. A block diagram de-
picting the relationship of each program to Program 18-0 and to each other (if any)
is shown in Figure 1 .
Satellite program 20 . 2 approximates the energy dependence of the cross section for
a specified event by discontinuous straight Fine segments across arbitrarily specified
energy groups. Input preparation for Program 20-2 is basically a straightforward com-
pilation of point cross section data for each event, and output from the program is
available on punched cards suitable for input to Program 18-0 and Program 20-3.
Program 20-3 computes the total macroscopic cross section and collision probabilities
for a material composition given the densities, atomic weights, volume fractions,
and microscopic cross sections (computed in 20-2) of all constituent materials. Input
preparation for the program is fairly easy with the punched card nutput of 20-2; how-
ever, the order of cross section input data on material and collision type does require
15
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special care to avoid errors. Output from the program is available on punched cards
suitable for input to Program 18-0.
Program 20-4 averages input differential scattering cross sections over arbitrarily
spaced energy groups to obtain group averaged angular distribution data. These data
are prepared in the form of cumulative probability tables and are punched on cards
suitable for use in Program 18-0.
In Program 18-0 the post collision energy of a neutron undergoing inelastic scatter-
ing and the number and energies of subsequent gamma rays from the reaction are de-
termined by one of two schemes. Choice of the scheme used is determined by the
separation of the incident neutron energy into collisions of high or low energy. High
energy inelastic scattering data required by 18-0 are cumulative probability tables
for the energy spectra of the scattered neutrons. Program 20-5 utilizes the evapora-
tion model of nuclear reactions to determine these cumulative probability distributions
for energy spectra of inelastically scattered neutrons and places the distribution data
on punched cards for input to Program 18-0.
Low energy inelastic scattering data required by 18-0 requires a detailed description
of the energy level structure and associated excitation and transition probabilities
for the residual nucleus. This information is partially supplied by Program 20-6,
which computes excitation and transition probabilities for excited states of the resi-
dual nucleus from an inelastic scattering reaction given the relative gamma transi-
tion intensities that occur in the process and the energy level structure of the nucle-
us. For many excited nuclei, and in particular for those of the present investigation,
the relative intensity data of gamma transitions are not available. To circumvent
this lack of data a special modification of a program tolled LIGHT, Reference 18,
(developed by Lockheed for space radiation shielding studies) was used to approxi-
mate the gamma transition intensities.
17
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tThe LIGHT code estimates gamma spectra resulting from inelastic nucleon-nucleus
collisions. These computations are based upon a simple statistical model of the nu-
cleus supplemented by a knowledge of low-lying nuclear levels.
Two methods of describing the shield configuration geometry are available. One
method is by direct card input to 18-0. In the other method the geometry input to
18-0 can be simplified by using auxiliary Program 20-7. Input to Program 20-7 is
less complex and the amount of input is reduced by about 45% from the amount of
direct input required by 18-0 to describe a shield configuration. Program 20-7 per-
forms numerous adjustments and calculations on its input data and produces as primary
output a binary deck of cards to be inserted in the 18-0 binary deck.
Considerable difficulty was encountered, however, when using 20-7 to describe very
simple shield configurations. The reason for the failure of 9-0-7 to handle simple con-
figurations was not determined. For simple configurations, however, direct input
data cards to 18-0 can be used and can be prepared in a reasonably short time.
The Monte Carlo source program used in the present investigation is an extensive
modification of the General Electric Program 20-0, which computes and writes
on-tape source particle parameters to be used as input for Program 18-0. In the mod-
ified program particle coordinates are chosen by a random method from power den-
sity distributions in a systematic fashion that determines the number of particles to be
I `
	
	started from specified volume elements, which make up a cylindrical core. Particle
energy is also chosen by a random method from a spectral distribution, and provision
j
	
	
is made in the program for splitting on region and energy to conform #o. the needs of
Program 18-0.
i
Occasionally in the use of the source program, output tapes with an erroneous record
gap were produced although the program had indicated that a normal tape had been
prepared. Subsequent use of the tape by 18-0 would cause a program stop or sometimes
18
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t
-'	 would give erroneous results due to a shortage in the number of particle parameter
records processed by 18-0. Recent modifications on the 20-0 program have corrected
this intermittent tape error.
Although not used for preparation of input data for 18-0, another program, 20-8, is
briefly described here for completeness of the 18-0 satellite program series. Program
20-8 interprets and analyzes Program 20-0 source particle output tapes or Program
18-0 escape particle tapes. Source tapes produced by Program 20-0 may be analyzed
to determine the number of particles generated in specified core volume elements and
energy groups. This option of 20-8 was not used since the modified version of 20-0
computes and prints out this data directly. As another option an output escape tape
from 18-0 may be analyzed to determine the number of particles leaving the reactor-
shield assembly through specified surface areas with energy and direction lying in
specified energy-angle bins. Leakage currents are then computed from these data.
This option was used extensively in the present investigation to compute leakage cur-
rent across specified boundaries.
The principle difficulty encountered in the use of 20-8 was the uncovering of a dis-
crepancy between the 20-8 leakage current (when normalized to current count) and
the current count as tallied directly by 18-0. This discrepancy was found to be due
to an error in solid angle as computed by 20-8. Since no source deck was available
for easy program change, compensation for the error was made by a multiplicative
factor in the 20-8 input.
In the event of a program stop due to an input or program error, Program 18-0 will
in most cases print out an error indicator. This serves as a valuable aid in recognii-
ing and locating the type of error encountered. The most frequent and troublesome
:. rror encountered in the operation of 18-0 in the present investigation was tape er-
ror, especially in the output escape tape.
tProgram 18-0 also has as an option a feature to write all pertinent information in the
computer memory on tape after every specified number of particle parameter retards
have been run. This memory dump is a safety factor against possible loss of compu-
ter time due to machine error of power failure. The information on the memory dump
tape can be retrieved by using a restart option of the program. Since, in the present
investigation, all source particles were processed in relatively small batches (2, 000
to 41 000), no large computer time was ever at stake and the memory dump option
was not used.
The addition or alteration of input data to a problem to which 18-0 is applied is
straightforward; however, changes in energy grouping, cross section or material re-
quires the rerun of several or all of the auxiliary programs described above. Changes
in geometry, statistical weights, source distributions and controls are fairly simple
and involve only the source or geometry program and 18-0 itself.
Coding changes and/or modifications to the 18-0 program have been difficult because
the only form of the program available at this installation was a non-relocatable bi-
nary deck. Several changes and additions to the original binary deck were required,
however, to make the program operational on the FORTRAN monitor system as used
at the Lockheed-Georgia Company.
2.3.2 MCS Program
Computer program MCS, r'<eference 19, is a general Monte Carlo neutron shielding
calculation, written in the FLOCO coding system, Reference 20, for the IBM 7090
computer. MCS is capable of treating an arbitrary three dimensional configuration
of first and second degree surfaces. A maximum of 432 surfaces forming 2048 cells
is allowed. If the problem possesses complete reflection symmetry in some plane,
the geometry specification may be simplified by defining that plane to be a reflect-
ing plane. A particle attempting to cross such a reflecting plane will be specularly
reflected. A source routine must be prepared by the user; therefore, the type of
20
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The reactions considered by MCS include elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, (n,
2n), fission, and absorption. 	 In practice, particles are not absorbed but, as a technique
source treated is limited in complexity only by the user's ingenuity. Computed data,
which are routinely output, are limited to collision densities as a function of cell
and energy. Other quantities desired as output are dependent upon the writing of
special tally routines as described in Reference 19. These routines, as well as the
source routine, must be written in FLOCO. The FLOCO instructions are in most
cases identical to FAP; dissimilarities and FLOCO card formats are defined in Refer-
ence 20. A programmer with previous FAP experience can make the transition to
FLOCO with little difficulty.
Actual generation of source particles for MCS for the present study was done with
Program 20-0 described previously. The source tape from 20-0 was rewritten in a
, y	form acceptable to the FLOCO tape-read routine and the MCS source routine simply
read the particles one at a time directly from this tape.
The output of quantities accumulated by special tally routines is automatically taken
care of by the MCS program as described in Reference 19. Thus, by use of special
tally routines, almost any quantity of interest may be obtained. In particular, a
routine prepared for the present work was used to tally flux and current across selec-
ted surfaces and energy deposition in selected cells. MCS automatically computes
and prints the relative error associated with any quantity output by a special tally
routine.
A useful feature of MCS is its ability to, accumulate the results of several runs of small
`i
	 batches of source particles on the problem tape. After each run, the accumulated
results up to that time are printed along, with the relative errors. This allows one to
observe the results at intermediate points and to run in small batches until the desir-
='I	 ed relative error is obtained.
l
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tfor variance reduction, scattered with appropriate reduction in statistical weight.
Other variance reduction techniques allowed by MCS are biasing on energy and re-
gion, and the exponential transformation for transmission through thick shields. The
non-absorption feature is automatic, each of the others is optional. For the present
study, all the above techniques were employed with the exception of the exponen-
tial transformation. Histories are terminated by cut-off on specified limits of energy,
weight, and time. These limits are constant throughout the system. A value for ther-
mal energy is specified for each cell, and particle energy isnot allowed to fall below
this value.
An initiating program, MCA, is used to process the geometrical, nuclear, and mate-
rial data for use by the MCS. This program, also written in FLOCO, runs fairly
quickly, and prepares a "problem tape" for use by the MCS. This problem tape can
be altered, for geometrical changes only, by use of a second initiating program,
MCI, Thus, after setting up a library of element data on tape with MCA, the "prob-
lem tape" can be edited by MCI to alter the geometry with a resultant savings in
machine time over that required for rerun of MCA.
All nuclear cross sections are read in at discrete energy points in MCA. The number
of elements and the number of energies per element are limited only by core storage
available since FLOCO assigns storage at the time of loading for both data and all
subroutines. Discrete energy cross section information eliminates the need for any
group averaging. Further, the energies corresponding to these discrete points may
vary with element allowing the use of many points for elements with numerous reson-
i
	
	 ances and few points for elements with smoothly varying cross sections. Interpolation
within the energy points is linear with \f —E. If E is greater than the largest specified
E, the cross section values at E max are assumed to apply. For € smaller than the
smallest specified E, the elastic cross section is taken to be that at E min, the absorp-
tion cross section is extrapolated proportional to ]IV —E, and the total cross section
is optionally taken to be that at E min or extrapolated proportional to 1/ \f —E. Fit-
ting the equations for second-degree surfaces is, as with QAD, one of the more
22
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time-consuming tasks in setting up the data for MCA-MCS. Writing the FLOCO
source and special tally routines is the area where most difficulties are likely to
arise. An experienced programmer will, however, be able to perform this task after
a short period of practice.
Perhaps the most serious difficulty encountered in the use of these programs at Lock-
heed-Georgia was that imposed by the incompatibility of FLOCO with the FORTRAN
monitor system. FLOCO binary cards are row binary and must be read into the com-
puter on-line. This led to running these programs only at night and results in a pe-
nalizing long lead-time even for short check-out runs.
2.3.3 MCG Program
The MCG Program, Reference 21, is the gamma counterpart of MCS. All comments
made concerning geometry and the FLOCO system in reference to MCS apply equal-
ly here. Source and special tally routines may also be written for MCG although
energy deposition is automatically output as a function of cell. For any specified
subset of the set of surfaces comprising the geometry, fluxes and/or currents across
these surfaces may also be automatically obtained.
The program treats Compton scattering, absorption (photoelectric effect) and pair-
production. In the current study pair-production was included with absorption. When
pair-production is considered, it is assumed that the energy loss by the incoming pho-
ton in creating the pair is local, and the two resulting one-half MeV gammas arejol-
lowed further. The program was designed primarily to treat photons in the energy
range from 10 keV to 12 MeV .
The biasing techniques available in MCG are identical to those described for MCS.
An additional feature is the provision for varying the energy cut-off with cell.
MCG has two initiating programs - MCF corresponding to MCA for set-up of both
MY
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geometry and element data, and MCE corresponding to MCI for altering the geometry
only. As with MCA, cross section data is input for a set of discrete energies for each
element. MCG also has the small-batch capability described for MCS.
2. 3.4 O5R Program
TheO5R Program, Reference 22, is a flexible Monte Carlo neutron transport program
and is intended to be applicable to a wide range of rector and shielding problems.
Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the program is its detailed representation of
cross section data. In this representation the energy range from 77.13 MeV to 0.07
x 10 3 eV is devided into 40 supergroups, each a factor of 2 apart, and each super-
group is divided into n subgroups where n is any power of 2 from 1 to 512. O5R stores
in the computer memory only the cross sections for a single supergroup and processes
batches of neutrons (200 - 2000) through the range of the supergroup. Cross sections
for the next lower supergroup are then read in from tape and the process repeated.
The program is written in FORTRAN 63 for the CDC-1604-A computer and in
FORTRAN II, version 3 for the IBM- 7090/7094 computer. A number of 05R subrou-
tines are written in CODAP for the CDC-1604-A machine and in FAP for the IBM-
7090/7094 computer.
A general geometry routine inOSR permits the treatment of complicated configurations.
As many as 16 media are permitted and boundaries may be either planes or quadric
surfaces, arbitrarily oriented and interesting in arbitrary fashion. The geometry rou-- 	 i
tine also permits the division of a configuration into arbitrarily bounded regions for
the application of weight standards. Within each region and for specified energy
groups both splitting and Russian roulette are allowed.
Fast and/or thermal fissioning are permitted in appropriate systems, andOSR treats
a variety of neutron scattering collisions. Absorption of neutron particles is not per-
mitted; instead, the probability of absorption is accounted for by the statistical
24
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aweight reduction of a particle at each collision. Anisotropic scattering, utilizing
a technique for selecting from onisotropic distributions which gives the some accura-
cy as a straightforward selection from a Legendre expansion but requires less compu-
ter time, is permitted.
Generation of the initial parameters for neutrons is accoi!iplished by a subroutine
SOURCE which must be written by the user and included with the 05R Program. The
user must supply a subroutine (KINNEY) for determining the energy and scattering
angle of inelostically scattered neutrons where these have importance in a problem.
Included in the 05R package are a number of random variable generating routines
and a program for performing a variety of manipulations with cross sections. The
cross section program includes routines for preparing master tapes, performing cross
section arithmetic and preparing cross section data in the form needed byO5R.
No analysis is performed by 05R. Instead, its output consists of one or more "colli-
sion" tapes which contain, for every collision, any or all of 34 distinct parameters
describing the event. Analysis of these tapes. to extract and/or compute the informa-
tion desired is done by separate routines which must be written by the user.
In the05R system, the user is required to supply point values of microscopic cross
sections at arbitrary energy points. A cross section routine, XSECT, which is run
separately from 05R, performs various manipulations on the point cross section data
and prepares tapes containing data in the form required 6yO5R. XSECT contains
nin- codes for the processing of cross section data. A brief description is given be-
low of three of these cross section codes which are necessary in preparing iota re-
quired byO5R
Code 1 reads point cross sections and/or Legendre expansion coefficients and writes
them on a master cross section tape in a form convenient for further processing. A
-25
especial program called LEGENDRE (separate from XSECT) calculates the Legendre 	 -
coefficients from input differential cross sections as a function of angle, and energy
and punches them on cards in a form suitable for loading by Code I . Code 6 uses
the master cross section tape as input and operates on this basic data to obtain for
each medium in the problem the parameters and probabilities needed by05R for the 	 -
running of a problem. The output of Code 6 is the 0511 system c 	 tape, which is a
basic input tape to05R. Code 8 prepares from the master cross section tape the so-	 -
called "phi tape" which contains data necessary to the employment of the Coveyou
technique for the selection of the cosine of a scattering angle from an anisotropic
angular scattering distribution.
The "package" required to run a problem with05R consists of a system data tape, a
phi tape, an05R input data deck, a geometry routine input deck, suitable subroutines
SOURCE and KINNEY, and tke05R program deck. All of these items with the ex-
ception of SOURCE and KINNEY have been prepared for the Coniguration A of the
present investigation.
2.4 PROGRAM COMPARISON
Compf;rison of the programs investigated is summarized below in terms of each of the
stated criteria except accuracy.
2.4.1 Detail And Dinzct Usefulness Of Output
The types of data which may be computed by each program are tabulated in Figure 2.
An X indicates that a quantity is directly output by the program, at least optionally.
A C indicates that a quantity is available in less useful form, since further compu-
tation by hand or by specialized satellite code is required. An asterisk indicates dir-
ect output, but only with the inconvenience of preparing a subroutine if not already
available. The Monte Carlo is best suited to computation of quantities averaged over
discrete intervals- statistical estimation routines could be prepared. In addition to
26
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printed output, tape output to allow for interrupted operation or satellite input is
available with all programs listed excepting point kernel.
2.4.2 Generality Of Problems Which May Be Treated
Flexibility of each program for treatment of system configuration, source distribution
and type of radiation interaction are summarized below. Salient features of the point
kernel and Monte Carlo programs are tabulated in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The
discrete ordinate: program DTK has specifications similar to DDK except that it is
one-dimensional . Features of the latter are summarized below.
Boundaries: Orthoganal two dimensional mesh, including R, Z; R, 6; X, Y.
Boundary Conditions: Absorptive, specularly reflective, periodic.
Neutron Reactions*: Transport, production, absorption, group transfer.
Scattering: Isotropic, backward, forward.
Flux Description Discrete direction and energy.
Iteration Modes: Reactivity, invariant source, critical dimension, critical
fuel loading, period.
Starting Option: Fission distribution, flux.
Computer Language: FLOCO
2.4.3 Operational Problems
Several problems arising in the use of the various programs are of interest in evalua-
tion of methods, since they lengthen the span required for computation. Among these
are:
Anomalous error stop from 14-0 geometry routine;
Overflow of 18-0 0atent particle storage;
*Corresponding gamma cross sections can be derived.
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tError stop on exceeding variable DDK input storage;
Preliminary computation for establishment of discrete ordinates mesh; and
Preliminary computation of Monte Carlo importance.
2.4.4 Program Running Time
Generally, the running times are proportionate to the sophistication of the radiation
transport model, increasing from point kernel, through discrete ordinates, to Monte
Carlo. So many options are available for treatment of a given problem with a given
method, however, that no direct comparison is possible. The approach taken is to
establish a plausible measure of effectiveness for each type of program, then observe
its range as problems of different complexity are treated. From these ranges, some
intuition of running times for problems of similar "complexity" may be gained. The
measures chosen are:
Point Kernel: Source point x detector points/time in msec (SD/ms).
Discrete Ordinates: Outer iterations x mesh points x energy groups/time (IMG/ms).
2Monte Carlo: 1/relative error squared x time (1/E t).
Results for some of the computations made are shown in Figures 5, b, and 7. In the
first two figures, A and B refer to configurations defined in Section 3.1; the num-
bers appended in Figure b refer to the number of energy groups.
So simple a scheme must have pitfalls. A few afe noted here. QAD requires more
source points than 14-0 in order to meet a given requirement for maximum spacing.
Furthermore the efficiency, predictably, decreases with the size- of the problem, as
illustrated by the parenthetical number in Figure 5. A difficulty unique to S  is
the variability of time required per outer iteration, the required number of inner
iterations is difficult to estimate, however. The drawback with the Monte Carlo mea-
sure is that the measure itself is a statistic, whose significance is open to question.
31
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The advantage of energy biasing for energy deposition computations seem clear,
however.
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tDATA CODE
TIME (ms/S D)
CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION
A B
DOSE QAD IV 13
14-0 23
SPECTRUM QAD- P5* 36 (43) 43
14-0 36 66
*Number Of Doses = i + 2 x 2
FIGURE 5 COMPUTER TIME - POINT KERNEL
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3.0 COMPARATIVE ACCURACY
The relative flexibility, speed and convenience of a program, as discussed in the
preceding section, are unavailing if its accuracy is unacceptable. As always, the
`	 final arbiter of accuracy must be the preservation of experimental appearances. Two
factors, however, militated against such direct approach in the present instance.
Experimental data on transmission through shielding and propellant was unavailable.
Available data, from the KIWI test series, is complicated by factors whose quontito-
tive examination lies beyond the scope of the present study. Consequently, accuracy
must be evaluated by concensus of several inethods and by computed statistical devi-
ations, with occasional recourse to qualitative theoretical considerations.
The quantities usually most critical in design problems are energy deposition (or dose
rate) and flux; comparison of these is emphasized. Spectra, more pertinent to an un-
derstanding of fundamentals, were also computed extensively. Since the 18-0 Prog-
ram cannot compute flux, current is used as one basis of comparison with MCG and
MCS. Most of the comparisons shown imply a substantial amount of hand adjustment
of computer output. Included are normalization of DDK and Monte Carlo data to
standard power, volume averaging of point energy depositions for comparability with
Monte Carlo output, and computing mean values and relative errors from separate
18-0 runs.
3.1 PROBLEMS TREATED
Two configurations representative of a reactor-shield assembly are used for method
comparison. A section of the first, a strictly cylindrical geometry designated
Configuration A, is shown in Figure 8 . Most of the computations treat this config-
uration. A slightly more difficult configuration, used to check errors due to approxi-
-	 motions of quadric boundaries, is compared with Configuration A in Figure 9. Desig-
nated "B", this configuration incorporates five spherical boundaries, each having a
'-	 105 cm radius of curvature. Radius composition, and edge thickness are identical for
6
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ecorresponding regions in each configuration. Regional compositions are tabulated
in Figure 10.
The reactor power distribution obtained during a 15-group S 4 computation for Config-
uration A was used throughout in establishing radiation sources for point kernel and
Monte Carlo computations. This distribution s tabulated in Figure 11 . All radiation
intensities computed are normalized to a nominal powcro, 1,000 megawatts. The
California fission spectrum was assumed for source neutrons. The gamma source spec-
trum used for both point kernel and Monte Carlo programs was generated for a carbon-
uranium core and included prompt fission gammas, short-term fission product decay
gammas, and radiative capture in the core materials. This spectrum isshown in Figure 12.
The tank contour assumed for computation of energy deposition in propellant is shown
to scale in Figures 1"' and 14, together with its size and orientation with respect to
Configuration A. Hydrogen density and Sank wall thickness treated are, respectively,
0.0692 g%cm 3
 and 0.25 cm of iron. The numbered areas represent regions in which
Monte Carlo estimates of gamma and neutron energy deposition were tallied. Axial
thicknesses of these regions are i00 and 18 cm, respectively. The broken lines nor-
mal to the systern axis represent propellant levels assumed in computation of intensi-
ties at the tank top. Three radial surface elements shown on the tank top are used
for this Monte Carlo tally.
As implied earlier, Configuration B can only be approximated by the geometry rou-
tines of DDK, 14-0 and 18-0. The approximations used with DDK and 14-0 are shown
in Figure 15 as Configurations B-1 and B-2, respectively. (In B-2 the curved lines
mask one edge of the adjacent trapezoids.) The approximation used with 18-0 is sim-
ilar to B-2, except that general quadrilaterals are used to advantage, and that statis-
tical weighting requirements limit the axial dimensions.
Two independent sets of region weights are used with Configuration A, depending
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6
upon whether leakage through the cylindrical or planar boundary is to be emphasized.
In either case particle density is held roughly constant over the system, while split-
ting approximately 2. 1 at successive boundaries. The one exception to this scheme
is in establishing weights in reflector region R for the radial biasing of particles.
Particle current leaving the reflector is more than ten times entering current, in or-
der to provide a significant number of leakage particles directed toward the propel-
lant tank. Neutron importance is set proportionate to energy. Program 18-0 does
not permit gamma energy weighting; MCG is here used both unweighted and propor-
tionately weighted. In most cases, preliminary runs of about 2, 000 particles were
used to refine initial weight guesses. While the above scheme is hardly optirmum for
computation of any one datum, it seems fairly effective for tallying varied data from
one set of histories.
3.2 COMPARISON OF GAMMA RAY COMPUTATIONS
Data are presented, where possible, in order of increasing attenuation. Point kernel
estimates of tissue dose rate, representative of energy absorption in any material of
low atomic number, are shown in Figure 16, for the vicinity of the Configuration A
shield. Discontinuities at the radial shield boundary are readily apparent in the two
traverses which intersect the shield; other traverses do not intersect the shield regions.
The QAD points are presumed to apply to both versions; however, only a few were
checked with QAD-1V to establish the expected identity, and determine computer
time. The slight discrepancies between QAD and 14-0 are readily explicable in terms
of the differences in source point treatment, described in Section 2.
Correspondence between point kernel and MCG Monte Carlo estimates of tissue dose
rate at three penetration depths is shown in Figures 17, 18, and 19. The MCG dose
rates are hand computed from tallied flux spectra, although a more sophisticated tal-
ly routine is easily prepared if multiple cases are desired. The error limits shown are
internally computed relative errors, plotted such that their absissas approximately
48
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60	 70
thalve the tally surfaces. It will be noted that the unbiased data for the second tally
ring show increasing discrepancy with increasing penetration. No cause is apparent
other than statistical fluctuation, a supposition supported by the very large error es-
timate and by results nf the energy-biased computation. With the above possible ex-
ception, no statistically significant discrepancy can be demonstrated between point
kernel and Monte Carlo gamma data at an attenuation of some few hundred.* Addi-
tional histories, would, of course, be highly desirable.
The 13-0 and MCG Programs are compared, over thesame Configuration A shield re-
gions, in Figures 20, 21, and 22. A convenient basis for comparison here is forward
current, J + , since 18-0 does not compute flux. The previously noted anomaly in the
unbiased MCG data is repeated here, since the some histories are involved. The rel-
ative error of the 18-0 data increases more rapidly with penetration depth, perhaps
due to loss of particles by absorption. Again the statistics are insufficient to disclose
discrepancies, if such exist.
So far only Configuration A has been mentioned. Three estimates of gamma dose rate
along a traverse through the Configuration B shield are shown in Figure 23. The 18-0
dose rates are estimated from computed values of energy deposition in shield annuli
predominantly composed of UH. Two liberties are taken in this procedure, neither
of which results in a large correction factor. First, energy deposition per gram of
shield material, for each annular region and energy group, is interpolated to the
plane Z = 183.9 cm., using slopes estimated by QAD-P5. Second, energy deposi-
tion in the shield material for each group is converted to the equivalent deposition
in tissue. Excepting the axial 18-0 region, the agreement of curve shapes is remark-
ably good. The systematic 20% discrepancy between 14-0 and QAD was also obser-
ved on other traverses through the shield. In view of the agreement displayed in
*An earlier plot of this data which received a limited circulation showed a much
larger discrepancy. It is embarrassing to report that this resulted fro gva normalization
to source particles, rather than source photons.
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e
e-	 Figure 16, cause must be assigned to the geometric approximation required by 14-0.
In one sense this comparison is unfair, because many configurations encountered in
`	 practice must be compromised by QAD also.
Computations of total gamma energy deposition in selected regions of Configuration
A are shown in Figure 24. Most of the 14-0 data, representative of QAD also, were
obtained by numerical integration over a 3 x 5 mesh. Statistically significant differ-
ences appear between point kernel and the more accurate Monte Carlo data; how-
ever, the discrepancy is nowhere greater than a factor of two and is usually much
less. Agreement among Monte Carlo data, excepting the unbiased MCG data for
39-56 cm radius, is surprisingly good considering that some of the errors are larger
than would normally be considered acceptable.
The computed errors, together with running times shown in Figure 7, indicate the
usefulness of the MCG capability for sample biasing on energy. The reason becomes
clearer upon examination of Figure 25, showing spectra of photons penetrating the
shield. The biased spectrum indicates fairly good sampling up to 4 MeV, and a few
particles of energy up to 8 MeV (not shown) were treated. The unbiased sampling
is questionable at 2 MeV and no particles are treated above 5 and 6 MeV, respec-
tively, for the MCG and 18-0. It should be noted that some of the narrower of the
25 energy groups treated are combined for presentation in the figure.
To this point, only Monte Carlo computations biased to emphasize transmission paral-
lel to the system axis have been show,). Some results of biasing for radial transmis-
sion are shown in Figures 26 and 27. As might 69 expected for the low attenuatiorystatisti-
cal error is substantially less than within the shield. The point kernel data agree
with Monte Carlo to within ---40%, also better than within the shield. It is unclear
whether this is due to the lesser attenuation, or to the buildup factors used. Buildup
characteristic of water is assumed to apply throughout, despite the iron present in the
shield.
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Lte-
rComputed spectra of photons escaping the reflector are shown in Figure 228. As be- .
fore, narrow energy bands are combined. Sampling is fair up to 3 or 4 MeV, which
probably covers the range of importance in estimating propellant heating. A few
statstically insignificant particles of energy up to 7 MeV are omitted here. The dis-
crepancy below 0.5 MeV may be partly attributable to the diffuse angular distriiju-
tion characteristic of this energy range, with consequent effect on the ratio of flux
and current.
Energy depositions in propellant are tabulates! in Fiiiure 29; region boundaries are
defined in Figure 13. While it is unfortunate that time did not permit following the
energy-biased MCG histories into the tank, the fortuitous agreement shown in Figure
24 lends credonce to the axially biased 18-0 data, despite the large relative errors
shown. The importance, even near the centerline, of radiation escaping through the
reflector is apparent. Although a minimal core-tank separation was deliberately se-
lected to emphasize this problem, it seems certain to remain a major design consider-
ation at any practical separation. This is particularly true in view of the critical ef-
fect on propellant convectio,i of heating in Regions 4 and 5. The radially biased
data for Regions 1, 6, and 11 are due to scattering in either the reflector or the tank,
since no direct transmission is allowed by the computational technique used. The
point kernel data shown were obtained by summation over a mesh of at least 3 +axial
by 5 radial points, with a maximum error thought to be less than 10%. Agreement
with Monte Carlo is as good as within the shield, except in Region 11 where the Monte
Carlo datum is meaningless.
Dose rates at the top of the propellant tank, a design consideration because of poten-
tial radiation damage to vehicle components, are compared in Figure 30. The 18-0
dose rates shown are . obtained from current spectrum and flux-to-dose conversion fac-
tors for each energy band, implying equivalence of flux and stirrer` This approxi-
mation is at least partially justifiable on grounds of distance collimation. Liquid lev-
el in the tank is shown by the dashed line in Figure 13. Hence an attenuation due to
62
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epropellant, of between 10 and 100 may be inferred from Figure 29. The quantity
most frequently of interest is total dose- summed.over the tank drain cycle. Since
most of this sum is attributable to the end of the cycle, the attenuation treated is
about the largest which need be known with great precision. Factor of two agree-
ment between point kernel and Monte Carlo dose predictions may reasonably be ex-
pected, therefore, for regions above a propellant tank. The rise at the end of the
14-0 curve is due to source-detector paths which by-pass the shield. Since radia-
tion emitted over the entire liquid surface must in fact contribute to dose at each
point, as suggested by the Munte Carlo data, k- gal irregularities in point kernel
data at the tank top must be deemed fictitious.
3.3 COMPARISON OF NEUTRON COMI•JTATIONS
The schema used in comparison of gamma data is now applied to neutron data. Des-
cription of adjustments of computer output, to a common basis of comparison, will
not be repeated. Data shown refer to Configuration A, unless otherwise stated. Ad-
ditional complications arise, however, with the introduction of multiple point kernel
estimates, and of discrete ordinates data. From the nature of the latter method, source
distribution is slightly different for each individual computation. The standard source,
described in Section 3. 1, was obtained in a 15-group computation for Configuration
A. A reflecting plane through the core was introduced to conserve mesh points for
treatment of exterior regions. The error which could be introduced by this difference
appears to be about 10 to 15% for the 4-group data, relative to 15-group. Some
of this difficulty could have been avoided by use of the "fixed source" option of DDK.
A trial computation with DTK indicated a tripling of computer time per group treated,
more than could be allotted for discrete ordinates computations.	 i
Figures 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35 show dose rates in and near the shield, as estimated
by DDK and the several point kernel options described in Section 2.0. The DDK
curves are a composite of two computations, 15-group interior and 4-group data
64
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exterior to the shield. For both, more mesh points were computed than are depicted
in the figures. Though hardly outstanding, the agreement is not as bad as it might
appear at first glance.
The two lowest curves in Figures 31 and 32, corresponding to modified Albert-Welton
and water moments-method kernels, are probably inapplicable dus to the scarcity of
hydrogen between source and detector. At Z = 93 cm, near the forward edge of
the core, the QAD carbon-moments and the 14-0 kernels agree to within a factor of
two. Here the source points contributing most to the 14-0 dose rate estimates are
presumably treated by the non-hydrogenous kernel routine. At Z = 164 cm, near
the rear boundary of the UH shield region, more of the 14-0 source points are treat-
ed by the modified Albert-Welton routine, at least within the shield. Thus, up to
66 cm radius, the 14-0 data agrees more closely with the Albert-Welton estimate of
QAD. Outside the shield, less hydrogen is encountered along most source-detec-
torpaths, and the 14-0 data remains nearer the carbon kernel estimate.
Near the forward boundary of the LiH region the 14-0, QAD Albert-Welton, and
QAD water-moments kernels agree very well within the shield, as shown in Figure
33. Such difference as exists between the first two of these can only be the result
of differences in source point mesh. Outside the shield, the materials traversed by
the source-detector paths remain as for the preceding figures, and the carbon-mo-
ments kernel or 14-0 kernel are presumably most accurate. The situation several feet
forward of the shield, shown in Figures 34 and 35 is somewhat similar except that
the maximum dose rates occur at greater radii. The relatively rapid rise o' the DDK
data exterior to the shield may indicate the effect of scattering within the reflector;
this possibility will be considered later.
If it be assumed that the discrete ordinates computation is a suitable standard of com-
parison as suggested by theory but not necessarily by subsequent comparison with
Monte Carlo data, then either point kernel code is accurate to a factor of two within
72
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-	 the shield. Outside the shield, the situation. is cloticlod by the small number of en-
ergy groups used with DDK. Furthermore., tho DDK itcrution died not converge for
a few points at the edge of the mesh. This problem is illustrated by the dip at R = 0
in Figure 34. Further iteration and/or mesh adjustment did not appear profitable,
since treatment of the 338 x 120 cm cylindrical spice about Configuration A very
nearly exhausted the DDK data storage capacity.
Fluxes corresponding to the dose rates described above are shown in Figure 36. Sim-
ilarity with the corresponding dose rate curves, Figure 31, is obvious. This similar-
ity continued to all axial traverses examined, up to and including Z = 338 cm. A
amporison of 15-group and 4-group fluxes is shown. It remains unclear why agree-
ment was consistently better at the Configuration A boundary.
Some of the dose rate estimates previously shown are now compared with Monte Carlo
results. At the rear edge of the lithium hydride region, Figure 37, the QAD carbon-
moments data is in substantially better agreement with MCS than is DDK. The agree-
-	 ment is of course reversed deeper in the shield as shown in Figure 38. In both cases,
the Monte Carlo data seem to drop more sharply toward the edge of the system.
The corresponding fluxes are shown in Figures 39, 40, and 41 and the comparison is
quite similar. The differences noted between currents computed by MCS and 18-0
are well within the error limits.
Relative numbers of radiative capture events in the regions of Configuration A are
shown in Figure 42. Data in the second column were computed from DDK 15-group
fluxes, using a satellite code which had earit,, been prepared for this purpose. Cor-
responding estimates were then made using the one-dimensional DTK program, in the
hope that an inexpensive substitute might be found for lengthy two-dimensional com-
putations of secondary source strength. The comparative results, shown in the third
column, assume a radius of 55 cm for use in the DTK radial buckling option. While
73
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REGION (capD/f ss.) DTK/DDK
K 6.3	 (-7) .61
C 2.6	 (-1) 1.00
CS 1.2	 (-2) .43
P 7.8	 (-4) .46
LS 7.1	 (-3) .48
S 3.1	 (-4) .62
US 2.9	 (-6) .87
a d4ferent assumption might improve the present approximation, a more complex sys-
tem such as Configuration B could hardly be approached with confidence in view of
the difficulty with Configuration A.
lot-htdtNeuron dose rates on a traverse t rough the LiH region of Configuration B areI	 9	 9^	 9	 P
ted in ;he next two figures. It will be noted in Figure 43 that there are no DDK data
I^ for the legion exterior to the boundary. The 4-group computation failed to converge
to positive fluxes, over rather large areas of the mesh centering on the stepped bound-
`	 aries used to represent spherical surfaces. The likely reason is overshoot due to the
linear nature of the S difference equations.
n
i
At the depth in hydrogenous material corresponding to Z = 194 cm, the 14-0 and
QAD Albert-Welton kernels are identical. Hence, differences in the two estimates
are attributable to either the respective source or geometry treatment. Since differ-
ent source treatments resulted in a trivial error for Configuration A, the 15 to 20%
discrepancy found for Configuration B is probably due to approximation of boundaries
.-	
with 14-0. As shown in Figure 44, the relative error for 18-0 data is of similar mog-I
nitude, and comparison of the 18-0 and MCS geometries correspondingly difficult.
From the similarity 18-0 to 14-0 and MCS to QAD, it is supposed that such compar-
ison might also disclose a 15 to 20% discrepancy.
The 18-0 data is slightly more in agreement with the carbon-moments data than at
184 cm depth in Configuration A; however, some of the hydride has been replaced
by iron. In Figure 45, a flattening of the dose rate profile is apparent, due to the
greater shield thickness near the system centerline. In general, the trends observed
for the simpler geometry apply also to Configuration B.
A comparison of neutron energy depositions in selected volumes of Configuration A
is shown in Figure 46. Each of the other methods shows a significant difference from
thr Monte Carlo estimate. The carbon-moments data fares best with respect to 18-0,
t
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in regions where applicable. In considering the DDK data, it should be noted that 	 !°
the energy range above 0.1 MeV is represented by only 5 of the 15 energy groups
treated. Thus a discrepancy with 18-0, which uses 25 energy intervals above 1 MeV
in description of cross sections, is not surprising. The 14-0 data appears low by a
factor of 2 to 3.
Monte Carlo spectra, averaged over a section through the shield at Z = 165 cm, are
shown in Figure 47. Agreement between 18-0 and MCS currcrit is everywhere within
the computed standard deviations, which are reasonably small for neutrons carrying
most of the total energy. A typical QA:D carbon-moments spectrum, computed at
the point Z = 165 cm suggested by the sketch, is also plotted. Agreement of its
shape with that of the Monte Carlo spectra seems surprisingly good considering the
inhomogeneity of the system. At the least, no suspicion is cast on the success of the
carbon-moments kernel in estimating energy deposition in this region.
A similar comparison is shown in Figure 48, for a disc and point on the bottom of the
propellant tank. The point kernel methods agree rather well between themselves,
but predict a greater proportion of neutrons below 1.5 MeV than does Monte Carlo.
The reason may be the more diffuse angular spread of the less energetic neutrons emit-
ted from the shield, a factor not accounted for in the kernel spectra. In any case,
the spectrum computed by 14-0 does not affiect the dose rate estimate. 	 v
Neutron transmission through the reflector is now considered. Estimates of flux and
current across the cylindrical boundary of Configuration A are shown in Figure 49.
The low relative error computed for the MCS flux estimate, corroborated by the excel-
lent agreement between 18-0 and MCS currents, inspires confidence in the Monte
Carlo flux estimate. The discrete ordinates estimate is about 40% lower at the core
midplane, and perhaps 50% lower near the forward end ofthe reflector. he appar-
ently large discrepancy with the MCS data on the range Z = 160- 192 cm is the re-
sult of a most unfortunate choice of tally surface. If the slope of the DDK curve is
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br,
accepted, about half of the particles tollied must have escaped on the range Z =
	 —
160---164 cm; for a median point of 164 cm the disagreement is only slightly larger
than the relative error of the tally. As one possible explanation of the remaining 	 -
discrepancies between DDK and MCS, we note that a low order discrete-ordinates
quadrature is least effective in regions of flux anisotropy, such as on a boundary. 	 —
The water-moments kernel data are in excellent agreement with DDK at the only 	 -
tvto points where, applicable, Z = 160 and 180 cm. The carbon-moments kernel data,
some 60% higher than MCG, would benefit from the well-known empirical correction
factor for the crossing of material-vacuum interfaces. It would, however, be hard
to justify omission of a similar correction for the water-moments data.
Some dose rates along an axial traverse 124 cm off the system axis are shown in Fig-
ure 50. The 4-group DDK data, completely independent of the 15-group data shown
in the previous figure, display a similar plateau. Neutron streaming through the ple-
num and iron regions is indicated.
Spectra typical of neutrons escaping the reflector are shown in Figure 51. Locations
of the Monte Carlo tally surface and point kernel receiver are indicated by the inset.	 J
The various data are normalized at 3 MeV. Sampling of neutrons over the energy
range appears adequate. Beryllium happens to be the only non-hydrogenous material	 -
for which spectral data are available in a form suitable for 14-0.
The remainder of the section treats transmission of neutrons through the propellant 	 1
_	 I
tank. Figure 52 shows rate of energy deposition in propellant on the boundary of
the tank. Tht previously noted flexibility of the alternate 14-0 kernels shows to ad-
vantage. The water-moments appears relatively low. As shown in Figure 53, how-
ever, it progressively approaches the Albert-Welton estimates. As seen Later from
estimates of dose at the propellant tank top, the curves cross and continue to diverge.
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tNeutron energy deposition in propellant is tabulated in Figure 54. Region boundo-
ries are defined in Figure 14. Point kernel methods appear fairly satisfactory for the
critical Regions 4 and 5. Correlation is extremely poor in Region 3, however, and
contributions to the neutron tally due to either scattering in the .eflector or stream-
ing tfhrough the plenum may be suspected. The diffuse character of neutrons trans-
mitted through the shield is demonstrated by the energy depositions, in the optically
thick Regions 1 through 5, due to axially biased neutrons.
Dose rates at the top of the propellant tank are shown in Figure 55. Liquid level is
shown by the broken line in Figure 14. The discrepancy between point kernel and
Monte Carlo estimates appears significant, particularly in view of the expected sim-
ilarity of dose rate on the three tally surfaces. The most plausible cause of the diffi-
culty is neutron scattering around the bulk of propellant, which in the present instance
does not cover the conical portion of the tank bottom. While some scattering may oc-
cur in the thin edge of the propellant mass, the 0.25 cm thick iron propellant tank
appears a more likely culprit. This excellent neutron scattering material is exposed
to a high flux escaping through the reflector, and over 99% of the dose rate at the
tank top is attributable to radially :..used neutrons.
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4.0 SUMMARY
-'	 Computer programs based on three radiation transport models are compared and crit-
ically evaluated for usefulness in predicting radiation intensities required in analysis
and design _rf nuclear rocket systems. The QAD-P5, QAD-IV and 14-0 point kernel
programs, the DDK and DTK discrete ordinates (S n) programs, and the MCS, MCG
and 18-0 Monte Carlo programs are quantitatively compared. The 14-1 and C-17
point kernel programs and05R Monte Carlo program are considered qualitatively.
Comparison and evaluation is based on preliminary survey of program features and
specifications and a series of computations of radiation intensity throughout two con-
figurations representative of a nuclear rocket system. Computation is directed to-
ward comparison of accuracy and computational efficiency in the estimation of neu-
tron and gamma flux and energy deposition or dose, for veh;cular regions below,
within and above the propellant tank. Treatment of spectra and of events within the
shield are treated extensively as a guide to interpretation of the above data.
Each of the point kernel and Monte Carlo programs treated quantitatively can (con-
sidering MCS and MCG iointly) compute estimates in useful form of the intensities
of interest up to the propellant tank top. The discrete ordinates programs are limited
to neutron estimates in the reactor-shield assembly and regions immediately adjacent.
Point kernel estimates of gamma intensity vary from the corresponding Monte Carlo
data by factors up to two. Point kernel neutron estimates, by the best methods which
might later be chosen a priori, show corresponding discrepancies of up to a'factor of
four. The ratio between discrete ordinates and Monte Carlo neutron intensity is ty-
pically i .5 within the shield, a factor which might be reduced by inclusion of addi-
tional energy groups in the former. Computer time requirements typically increase
with the sophistication of the model assumed, from point kernel, through discrete or-
dinates, to Monts- Carlo.
MptCED1NC PACE KANK NOT FUND.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
(1) Each method considered has its place in nuclear rocket design analysis:
i
Point kernel, for preliminary parametric studies;
Monte Corlo, for design point verification;
Discrete Ordinates, for estimation of fission and radiative capture distri-
butions over the reactor-shield assembly.
(2) Parametric point kernel neutron estimates should always be compared with a
-	 representative Monte Carlo computation performed simultaneously, and adjust-
ed as required.
(3) Neutron scattering in propellant and/or tank wall appears sufficient to invali-
date point kernel neutron estimates at the tank top.
(4) Transmission through the reflector, including angular distribution of at least
neutrons, is an important design consideration.
(5) Performance of separate Monte Carlo computations emphasizing reflector.and
shield leakage is highly desirable for propellant tank analysis.
(b) With judicious use of available variance reduction techniques, Monte Carlo
design analyses with computed statistical errors of 10 to 20% appear feasible
for intensities at or below the propellant tank top.
(7)	 The flexible MCS/MCG programs are preferable to the specialized 18-0, on
the basis of variance reduction techniques, latent particle storage capacity
and geometric description. (Qualitatively, O5R appears comparable with MCS
and includes much greater flexibility for cross section description.)
ie ikECk[AJ%4G PAGE L+LANK NOT FWAA-D.	 101
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(8) - The two-dimensional DDK should be used in preference to the much faster one-
dimensional DTK, except for the crudest of preliminary investigations.
(9) Each of the point kernel programs studied has advantages which make it pre-
ferable for special types of computation; relative neutron accuracy depends
on the problem.
QAD-IV is fastest for gamma computations.
QAD-P5 is most accurate for neutrons in non-hydrogenous media, in com-
puting neutron spectra, and in geometric description.
14-0 has the best neutron kernel for mixed hydrogenous and non-hydrogen-
ous media, and can treat multiple source regions and gamma spectra.
(10) Estimation of gamma intensities in manned modules on stages above the tank
top appears feasible with MCG or similar Monte Carlo programs; preliminary
point kernel estimates might be useful . Feasibility of comparable estimates of
neutron intensity appears questionable with the programs studied.
(11) Assessment of differences in test-stand and deep-space radiation environments
over the nuclear stage appears marginally feasible with the programs studied,
but only with a multiplicity of computations of separate radiation components.
These include surface and air scattering of neutrons and gamma radiation, and
production of inelastic and capture gamma radiation.
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k6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) Since Monte Carlo is the implied standard of accuracy used here, one such
program should be evaluated absolutely by detailed comparison with the avail-
able experimental data most representative of a nuclear rocket configuration.
(2) Effects due to angular distribution of neutrons transmitted through the reflector
should be investigated further.
(3) A quantitative assessment of problems in estimating manned module environment
should be made.
(4) A scheme for systematic treatment of radiation components comprising test-
stand environment should be developed, leading to preparation of a program
system.
(5) QAD-P5 should be modified to incorporate desirable features of 14-0.
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eAPPENDIX A
BASIC CROSS SECTION DATA
The following tabulations list the "standard" neutron and gamma cross section points
utilized as primary input for the averaging and/or interpolating techniques of the
Monte Carlo programs and the DDK program (neutron only). Energy values (MeV)
are separated by commas and listed following the variable name, ESUB. Correspond-
ing cross section values (barns/atom) are listed following the variable name, CS. An
entry such as 1/-7 is interpreted as 1 x 10-7 . Each cross section value for gamma
absorption is the sum of photoelectric and pair production cross sections. All other
entries are ,elf-explanatory.
The listed neutron cross section data were compiled principally from three sources:
BNL 325 (second edition) 1958;
UCRL-5226 and 5351, 1958; and
AWRE 0-28/60 (United Kingdom) 1960.
Gamma cross sections with the exception of lithium were compiled from NBS circular
583, 1957. Lithium data were computed and interpolated from data given in XDC
59-10-19, 1959.
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9 it'I*4It 4it?t;t# -f# {t{f{Fit##it# Ii-If it4##x*9*-xii###Y#iF"'t#?f#<i#%# w #4# ##*If 44*4#4{9{t###M#4?t#
7LITHIUMlNATURALIELASTIC9
37-SU3#-'05/-891/-7#3/-397/-391/-2,.19.1590189.29,220#24x.2575•.27+#30.339
#49,5019222929593949/iO4.506,7+891)910ol4,
3CS0104'91,12,1.12x1,050.99•#97,1.05#10491,8+2#7+5+11x6#69209601099.1.7.79
10119103391,5491,75#1.39201802,2.292#2291,7991,55#1.3391,2291017+1.1299't 11Y#w4 ## 'f+.#It4#if##{f# •#+t+t#{f4#{###{t#{t##
	 MM
9 LITHIUM NATURAL N,GAMMA #
3ESUB9205-8#2-796-792-697-6#2-597-593-49149
3CS903290#012900069.0040.0029,001r0001909099 #####4##if;t +}##4 9999{f ##i!###########4##########it{t#{t##################if# ?:##
9LITHIU"(NATURAL) N9NPRIME
3 ESU391/-89.59.54 4 9.6•.8909,1,1.592.5,4,4 9 5 9 598 9 9 9 1 •12,140
3 C S,J90,.C129#, 1 25#008,.119.169#29.099 ell 9,230.35•.59.51499459#395,039
944 It
	 it Y4{t;fit##;fit##44?t#;}444#{t?t#########+k###############it it k* 4 +F4 K'.}4 w ######•
9 LITHIUM NATURAL N#ALPHA•
3LSULf+9205/-895/-8,705/-891/-7,2/-704/-706/-7#8/-701/-603/-G,7/-•601/-50
3/-5971-5,1:-4,3/-407/-401/-3o3/-3.7/-39.01•.059+08,.19.14#.189.2,.239
,269,S;9,r52* ,62919293 r4r 1091-09
3CS071r4^i.41935.24.3r16.8,13.5911.6910. 39 5.993,703.03,1.6#100908#,49039
.160,10.1+. ]r.07900669.058s,0A2,01089.15,.73,.2h6s.207.9#047.,037s.^2A#
,1'19500013,.010•.0049.0^18,
SEC ,17jNG PAGE ECfhNK .NOT Moo 
III
109
110
t
9k411111141 *4NNW#414*N4*#{!NW*41*****N*"N****m***#**##%***#*W*WN*4##4t*%#0%**%%W
9LITHIUM(NATURAL)TOTAL,
3ESUB,205/-895/-807.5/-B01/-702/-704/-7,6/-798/-^7.1/-6o3/-607/-6.1/-5.
3/-507/-501/-403/-407/-491/-3o3/-397/-30.01+.10.120.1450.1630.206.
.21750.25759.2999.3260.4059
.50.710101.59202,50303,5,/h,598o55911.2914915o
3CS,7 2, 50o4 2 0 3 6 925.5,17.9914.7012.8,11o40704o9,V.15o2 9 7,2o L 1o901.591.49
to301.201.291.291.0491.03.1.0601.170
2.392.7oll,3.292.05,19350101591.35,1.501,63,1.73ol.B5020
2.202.302.45,1.7501.6391.591.449
ail*##{t##**it*##',t*******%*********#*%*#****##*ih*#*******%***#*#**%#************#**
y`## N11{t#%####**N4W**Wit**#%*W*NW*W#*WN'I*##*W****X***N*W*******#***#****/;#*#%N%#*##
9CARBON ELASTIC
3E5UB91/-891/-791/-601/-591/-401/-3011-201/-1992003,.49.5o*69.70.89o9,
101.101.301.501.701.7591.9,10959202.192o1202.1502.2592.402.592..6502.78,
2.8502.992.959303.0703.1103.303.4,3.7803.994.0504ol7o4.3204.4,595.259
5.369506o3o6.5o
6.60;'07.307.89808.208.308.598.80
902o9,7ol0o4011011,5012,13,140
3"50504.904.8,4.794.6,4.604.704.5504.2103.903.7,3.50303o302.B702.7,2.70
2.602020201. 7501.891oCoIo791.8295910801.6,1o6,1,5919591.791.8929102.45,
3o05ol.3,1.1,10302.202.2o2.359291,8601.992.1,1999101,1.191.49
.850109907:0
.42o.60.8,19591.350192501000.99.830
075998100670,880o959o940,80o620
9*it**it4f*******NM#*%****#*******N'.t***,M******#**********##**#**##********%****#*it*
9 CARBON ABSORPTION INCLUDES (N,NPRIME+3ALPHA)
3LSUB01/-808010olt llt l2ol209914o1015016917,l89l9o20,
3C593,oO10.039005901oo]90023902999319.310.305902800275o
qtr**N*#**#if**{f**********************#***####**#***#%******%***#******#*W****##it*
9 CARBON NONP'RIME INCLUDES (N,NPRIME), (N92N)
3ESUBo205/-8,10404.805,5.20596,6920603006.406.4596.506.6060807.20
704,7.6070797.808,8.208,408.80902010011012,139149
3CS9C90909.C10.05,0039a110. 250.450. 329.39.39.350020 to 209
.35,.359035,.520.450.550.3,.289,349o39,0439,47oo5O,.509
9*** it*if***% if* *it##**it#*##****#*%#**%*#*********#****#***#****#***********#*****#*
9CARSON TOTAL
3ESUB01/-Bol/-701/-6oi/-591/-401/-391/-201/-1,020030.49.50060.70,80.9910
1.1,1.3,1.591.7olo7591o99L.950202.102.1202.159202592.4,2.592.6592,78,
2,85,2.9920959303.0703.1103.393o4r3.7B,39994.05r4017o4,3294.494065950
5.25,503605.4505.6,5.806,6.10602506.396.5069606.7060807070297.3,7.40
705,797,7080,806.49805980899.2,9,701004011.159110601291205,13914915o209
3CS0594.994.894.794.6,4.6049704.5504.2103099307030593o3039208792o7,2.7,
29602.29201.75,1.8019801.701.82,501.8,106010601o5,1.5910701.802.102.450
3.0501..3010101o3o2.2,2.2.02.3592,1.8601.9029101.901.591o291.13ol.591.4,
1.2501.1010191.301.492.4,1.19.f;40.80.829.840.9291olo105591.55.1,702,
10880143010291.1,1.10102,1.129194201.591.51910499104491.35,1.307.459
91RON ELASTIC
3LSUB02.5/-891/-691/-493/-407/-40
1-392-30302-39
3.8/-30405/-306/-3,605/-307/-391/-202/-202.3/-29902500028o0032,
.040005900540.056,.0680007000729000990839.090919
.12991289913599149.159.1630.165001700182001859019,o213,o218,o220.249
.2599279.2759.29,
.319932..359.36..375..3859.4,.59.69.659.7#.769.79#.89.86•
99,.949.9691,1.069190991.1191.1391.15.1.17#1.19,1.21,1.2391.2991.3,
1.32s1.3491a36,1,3891.491.459L 5,293,4,595.5s697,099,10911#12914,
3C5911,11s4,11.4,11#9.
9#6.7r5s
6.794.7.13.5912926,6.89291.29.1980911.59
5.594,5.99492.69193#2391.2924,594#
1,11..8915.7.491911.4#.3#12979195.8.3.5#2.5939195.792r
195.291.3,59195x5.894.5s302.592059207$s4.45#4s2#802.60
199491.3#2.3191.81x2.991.892.15#1.85#1.8591.6#1.6s1.7s2.45s2.292.19
2.4591@9ola891@8.1.8x2.791.8592.159198592.2#2.392925#2.2592.140
291.7801.791.52#1.35#l*29
ANN{FN'f#%M/'•Nx.YN#Ifx%% N% N NxxYN%##YYYf  MYYNN%NNNYNNN%M%#%NNYNNNAN1NfNNYNAfN Yf NYNNfNY
9	 IRON	 (N#P)#
3E5U6r2x5/-8#6#7989109129149
9. 3C5#+#00.026,s041x.079.1+sI19
9 #tFN gitit NM N*x%{Vi{it N Atx{f #fl {F#xx%NY#NY#NNNx %NxNNNM%NNN%f%xN%%%NNNwNNNNNNNANNxNANANNNfY
9	 IKON NaNPRIME	 INCLUDES	 (N9NPRIME)s	 1N92N)s
3LSUB91/-89.86#•8791.291.7702.5x404.797911•'1914.30
3CS90r0+.299.59.7391.0491.4291.3801.3901.268x1.29
9#Ktl i9MNNN M,#N%NNN##{4%N#%NNN%%NNMN%NNN%NNNNN%%NN%#%%NNNNYM%YN%NxNANAN% A NN%NN NNNNNA
9	 I'kON	 N0GAA31.1A
3L•SU1102.5/-895/-B+1/-7x1/-691/- 393/ -3+7/-3x1/-2+.015..029+.03..049.05•
.'6+.J70.090.1r•IB0x2+.39.40.6r10295+40790010+12914+
9.A 3L3#2.5301•+.81x19.0259.00319.0119.015+.008s.015s.016r.016+.0115s.00769
.00840.00989x009+9OC75r.006+.00549.0047..0043r.0U31x.0017s.0042+•0009+
.82/-39.7/-3x.58/-3x.46/-3r
gV{IN NN%YNN%Y.#NMNN%#%%Af NN%%%NNNN Yf F%Y%%NN%%NY#11%N%N{FNNNANNNM%NNNNN%N%NNNYNN#MANN•
91NON TOTALr
3ESU691/-8#6/-891/-791/-691/-5,1/-493/-496/-498/-491/-392/-3x3.2/-39
3.8/-3x4.5/-396/-3+6.5/-397/-391/- 292/-2#2.3/-29•O25x.0289.0320
.049.059.0549.0569.068#.079.0729.089.0839.099.1#
.129.1289s135#.14x.15s.163#.165#•179.1829.185+.19#.213#.216#.22..249
.25,.27#9275..290
.310.320.35s.369.3759.3859.49.59.6s#65.9.7#.769.799.89.86#.99.94..9691#
1.0691.09-i.1191.13#1.1591.17s1.1991.2191.23x1.29#1.391.32.1.3491.369
1.3891s491.45#19592939
4-5;5.5#697#8#9010911,129149159209toe,
3CS,14.5912.3012011.5r11.4911.4911.1#10.3#9979996.7959
6.7.4.7913.5912#2696989291,29.1980911.5#
5959495.994s2969193r23#1.2924x594#
1911#.8915.59491 ell 94#.3912.7,1#5,893.5,2.59391r5.792s
195.291.395,1.5,5.8.4.59302.5929502973#4.459492.8#2.6.2.8591.6+2.792.30
3.4.2.3+2.792.3,2.392.192.192.203x2.702.693#2o5o2.492.492.4s3.3s2.593#
3.179
{ 3.693.7x3.7#3.793.693.4.39293919299#297,2.5929492.20
9#x###NxxNN# xxxxNYx #NY%ixYxxN xxYfNNN%N%xN%%xN%xN%xxNxxxN Y%xN%%%NNwNNx NfN%NxN%%MAN
.a.
9YN0 xNNxxxN xf:'N iFN NNNYN Y#x#xNNxxxf xxxxN Nx%N%•NxN%NxNNNNN N#%%%%{tYN%%#NN%NNNwNNx{F#N
9 URANIUM 235 ELASTIC#
3ESUB92.5/-895/-897.5/-891/-792/-796/-791/-6#3/-6910/-6.930/-697/-5s
1/-4x6.74/-2091830.259.309
•49.5#x 699 79.8,.9s191x5#292.5r3#495969798919
9910#11.9913,14.1#
3CS#17.5916.5,16#15.1#15x14.5914912.3#11,1191091^910.39
v
9r
0
t.
s892,70596085960295050
407594.594.15040193988x3.6503.8594.3,4.45940594013#309593o60r3023#3.140
3009930092998030030
q%a%NNara%%r%rwrrrrrr%ra,^%arrarN%wrr%%rYYrra%wYNww%w%wrrrrtr%%%ra%arrrarrrrrtrtwrrrt
9 U 235 FISSION INCLUDES (FISSION) ► (N9NPRIME+FISSION) AND (N92N +FISSION)
3ESU8910/-802.5/-Sol•/-792•/-702.9/-7960/-7080/-7#10/-691.1/-601935/-69
1.85/-6.2.0!/-602.2/-6&2.7/-6,3.1/-6,303/-693.6/-604•/-694.5/-60
499/-695.1/-695.6/-6x60/-696.2/-696.3/-696.6/-696.9/-6070/-60
791/-607.25/-607.8/-698.4/-608.8/-699.1/-699.2/-699.3/-6#l0/-5#
1.015/-591.075/-501.1/-501025/-501.3/-591.41/-501.5/-501955/-591.59/-5 ►
1.65/-591.7/-591.45/-592.03/-50
2.15/-502.2/-592.4/-502.45/-592.55/-502.75/-5 ► :!/-593.25/-593.56/-59
3.65/-503.8/-503.99/-594.15/-594.25/-594.65/-595.2/-505.55/-5o
5.85/-596.4/-506.7/-508/-591/-493/-491/-3.3/-3roO1o9109200501 ►
292.593o4r506o60597079598o8.S099995910910059
1191105012,1205913013e5 ► 14914059159209
CSo940o,570092500#17509%9509630054• ► 6009105092299149925001399806943.9
18 0 ► 85905094091190960914091909459 0320• ► 9.013.933••110.05.93.020.9570.9
90*#90099099289950#9190914001800930096509200030002099359,2200600004500
90920068950950#290149709160930,259359309309359709609
30ol2t45925t20ol7t895.6t30l?91078910501026010259
103391931010299102201o15 9191591e401*5601e791oerl98591007919869108391080
1.801o8l'r2o029201792 a 2302*240202202o2192#189201r
grNwrrNrtrrartw%rtwarrtrrrwwarwwrrNr%rtwrrarrtrrrrwYrw%%rt%%%rrt%Nr%rtr%srrYwrYwrtwwra%rtrtr
9 U 235 N ►NPRIME	 INCLUDES (NoNPRIME)o (N92N)o (N93N)
3ESUB#2950/-89002,90300049.050906900709089019015002002599300490459059
0550060.7903999019105r292o59394959
69796999109119129139149
3CSo0 ► O ► 902,o059e069o09 ► 91309230029004509559066997490880.939097010000
10069102910391035,1*491*6091*7301*83910949290o2o0r
10859193591010,190401.0301.039.830.629.559
g NNrrrrwY%YrN%rtIL%rN rr%MwMraYYr%r%f';rN%%awYrrrtYYk rtr rt %%YY r il%MwM%rw%YwYrY%%%%rartrtrt•
9URANIUM 235 N#GAMMA ►
3ESUB#1•/-892.5/-8910/-7920/-79209/-7060/-708•/-7r10/-69101/-691035/-6 ►
1085/-692005/-6,9202/-692.7/-69301/-60303/-69396/-6940/-69495/-69
409/-69591/-69506/-696./-696.2/-606.3/-6r6o6/-69609/-6970/-69
791/-697025/-607.8/-698.4/-608.8/-699.1/-69')@2/-60903/-6910/-5,
19015/-5r19075,^-501.1/-591025/-591.3/-501.41/-591.5/-5,1.55/-591.59/-59
1.65/-591.7/-591.95/-502.03/-59
2015/-5#202/-59204/-592945/-592055/-592.75/-503/-503025/-593056/-50
3065/-59308/-!93999/-5#4015/-5940257-594065/-505.2/-595955/-59
5085/•-50604/-`.106.7/-598/-501/-403/-401/-393/-307/-39.019.02#90399059
007001001759
93 ► 05906 ► r991929394959697914#
3CS91909r1080o45e940.0SSool3o0800.160935.,899300620,4059105 ► 35o ► 4e507399
1093.8#700#405959591405943050219o ► 1O991599560998o ► 1O0o400499319094°0,
490959094009093092993209#590459099039095995009709390.9139#
11405080960940921059609200#20,5#55920#5095950#100
40918025059109899989395 * 891@39199849 * 66to 5499459x259
•29915992.490104 ► e199090007090490029001,0 ►09
gYwwrrrtrrtrr -rrt%N %%art %rrrYrrww %rtawrtrt%%%%rrwr %rrtrtrwraraw %r%mar%%arw%%%%% rrtrtraNNwrww
9 URANIUM 235• TOTAL ► COMPARISONO
3ESUB91•/-89295/-8.19/-7#20/-70209/-7060/-798•/-7919/-6,101/-6910^:5/-60
1085/-692.05/-69202/-602.7/-60301/-6,393/-693-6/-6949/-69495/-69
409/-60591/-6#506/-6960/-606.2/-696.3/-60606/-69699/-6.970/-69
r
sY
1	 `;
112
er.1 /-6.7.25/-697.8/-6#8.4/-698.8/-6.9.1/-699.2/-69993/-691./-59
1..:15/-591.J75/-5x1.1/-5.1.25/-5x1.3/-5.1.41/-Sr1.5/-591.55/-591.59/-Sr
1.65/-5x1.7/-591.95/-5x2.03!-59
2.15/-5x2.2/-5x2.4/-5x2.45/-5#2.55/-5#2.75/-593/-593.25/-5x3.56/-5x
3.65/-593.8/-5.3.99/-594.15/-5x4.25/-594.65/-595.2/-5x5.55/-S9
5.85/-596.4/-5x6.7/-.5x8/-591/-4#3/-491/-393/-396/-39.019.19.3#.69
1.1.59197#292.59394#494r59697.O5*8.67910.749209
3C591.50.*69599310.9230.9265.x90.976.990.9155.#43*930#r100.r30.923*9L	
`)J.r35.917.o* 17.5x19.x200..22.931.#45.9100.9550**30*940.x100.x2209*
26.x18.935.9900.9150.9150.9160.x42.#70.#32.*27.9510*r45.912O*#40.9
8J.935 * x96om6O *r1000*968*9
215935916091209100*609299140x370x60940x100960990*50#1309809
8.;94098094,*40*35928*25920x15#12*3r9.2r7.29
6.6x6@6596a75*797a55r79897*8x7.65 x7.35 x6*9596*5*6.05950#5989
9s^u;rur+rwwwuuwrw ### wr#yw,f#wwwwwwrurnwr #r#rrwwrrw #rwrwrrwr#M#rrxrwrrrrrrw#wwwrrw#w
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